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Characterization and Optimization of Four-Wave-Mixing Wavelength Conversion System


Abstract—In this work, we present a comprehensive experimental and numerical investigation of the impact of system parameters on wavelength converters based on four-wave-mixing, with focus on practical system implementations in addition to the interaction within the nonlinear medium. The input signal power optimization is emphasized according to the trade-off between the linear and the nonlinear impairments, and the origin of the limitations at the optimum is studied. The impact of the input signal quality on the converted idler is discussed, and depending on the dominant noise contribution a varying conversion penalty is demonstrated. The penalty is also shown to scale with increasing number of WDM channels due to additional nonlinear cross-talk between them. Finally, by means of numerical simulations we extend the experimental characterization to high pump powers, showing the impact of parametric noise amplification, and different pump laser linewidths, which lead to increased phase-noise transfer. The experimental characterization employs an integrated AlGaAs-on-insulator waveguide, and the numerical simulations accompany the results to make the analysis general for $\chi^{(3)}$ materials that satisfy the assumptions of the split-step Fourier method.

Index Terms—four-wave mixing, integrated waveguides, quadrature amplitude modulation, coherent communications.

I. Introduction

PRESIDENT-day telecommunication systems are continuously facing new challenges in terms of throughput and cost-efficiency, as a result of the ever-increasing traffic demands [1]. All-optical signal processing (OSP) techniques are being applied to address these problems, while also providing new functionalities to future networks. In particular, optical wavelength conversion has the potential to facilitate traffic grooming and resolve wavelength contention, improving on overall spectrum utilization [2]. It can be easily implemented by means of four-wave mixing in $\chi^{(3)}$ media, offering low latency and power consumption, broadband operation and transparency to modulation formats and data rates [3]–[7]. Integrated nonlinear platforms for FWM have recently been attracting increasing attention due to high nonlinearity and small footprint for compact solutions [3]–[10]. Among them, AlGaAs-on-insulator (AlGaAsOI) is characterized by low propagation losses and tunable bandgap to provide two-photon absorption (TPA) free operation around 1550 nm [6]–[10]. In addition to evident benefits of wavelength conversion from the network perspective, the generated wavelength-shifted idler can also be exploited to compensate the inherent fiber nonlinearity by means of optical-phase conjugation (OPC), leading to increased total system throughput [11] or extended transmission reach [12]. In either case, the signal-to-idler conversion is typically performed within the network, with degraded input signals far from transmitter and receiver. However, wavelength converters have so far been primarily characterized for ideal inputs with maximum optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), and noise loading at the receiver side, as in [4]–[6] and [13]–[16]. The impact of input signal quality has only been preliminary analyzed in [17] for FWM applied to format conversion, and in [15] with regard to OSNR saturation. Similar metric has been employed in [13], where the conversion noise figures were calculated from input-to-output OSNR differences, while in [18] the excess noise of a simplified setup was estimated using electrical spectrum analyzer, but with limited system optimization. The other relevant work has only focused on the FWM process alone, and in [19], [20] theoretical noise figures of wavelength converters have been discussed for quantum limited signals. Further characterizations on the noise sources and the achievable noise figures have been carried out for fiber optical parametric amplifiers (FOPA) in [19]–[24], yet they can only be partially translated to wavelength converters which are based on the same principle, but operate in a different system configuration. To our knowledge, no systematic characterization of wavelength conversion systems with regard to the optimum performance and the principal design requirements has been reported yet.

In this paper, we extend our previous characterization of [25], where increasing conversion penalty was demonstrated for high OSNR inputs, to a thorough experimental and numerical analysis of a $\chi^{(3)}$ wavelength converter. Instead of only characterizing the nonlinear medium, we focus on the complete system and study the origins of impairments associated with the entire conversion process. We illustrate the impact of the input signal OSNR on the generated idler, provide insight into signal power and pump optimization for maximum performance, and
relate the conversion penalty to the number of wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) channels. Most importantly, unlike in [13], OSNR is no longer used as the quality metric of the system, and instead we turn to effective received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimated directly from the transmitted and received symbol sequence in order to account for the different types of impairments due to conversion. Finally, we outline the trade-offs between the linear and the nonlinear penalties of a practical system, and discuss the balance between them for best conversion performance. The experimental investigation employs 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals at 16-GBd in an AlGaAsOI-based wavelength converter, while the numerical analysis relies on the split-step Fourier method (SSFM) to validate and generalize the trends [26], [27].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the general conversion setup is introduced and the characterization methodology is given. Then in Section III, the specific system implementation is provided for both the experimental setup and the numerical simulations. The impact of input signal quality on the generated idler is evaluated in Section IV, and the consequence of increasing number of the converted WDM channels is discussed in Section V. Numerical simulations extend the experimental characterization in terms of higher pump power and different pump linewidths in Sections VI and VII, respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. Conversion Setup and Methodology

Regardless of the specific application, every FWM-based wavelength converter consists of three main building blocks: FWM stage for idler generation, signal and pump suppression, and idler amplification, as sketched in Fig. 1. Such systems have been implemented experimentally and emulated numerically [4]–[6], [11]–[16]. It is noted that the purity-based wavelength converters [28]–[30] require a similar setup, obey analogous procedure, and can also be modelled with the proposed scheme. However, they differ in terms of the physical interactions and limitations, and therefore the analysis results cannot be transferred directly.

In this analysis, data signals with a specific total input OSNR of all channels (OSNR$_{in}$) and total input signal power (P$_{in}$), are mixed with a continuous wave pump, and injected into a nonlinear medium. The pump power (P$_p$) is typically high to achieve significant conversion efficiency (CE), and it is placed around the zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the nonlinear structure for bandwidth-broadening operation [3]–[6]. At the output of the nonlinear medium, the total OSNR of all channels of the generated idler (OSNR$_{out}$) is measured, and it is selected with appropriate filtering. Finally, it is amplified to a fixed output power with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) at the output of the converter. The penalties associated with the conversion therefore do not only originate from the FWM-process itself, but also from the inherent propagation/filtering losses and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise due to the EDFA. At the converter output, the total idler OSNR of all channels (OSNR$_{rx}$) is measured, and the idler is received with a coherent setup followed by digital signal processing, including adaptive equalization, carrier phase recovery and effective received SNR estimation. SNR is estimated on per channel basis directly from the transmitted and received QAM symbols, $x_k$ and $y_k$ respectively, after all DSP blocks from a sequence of $K$ symbols $k = [1; K]$ as $<\text{SNR} > = E_k[x_k^2]/E_k[y_k - x_k^2]$, where $E[\cdot]$ denotes the expectation operation, as in [31].

OSNR is no longer the quality metric as it only accounts for the ASE noise, but neglects other types of impairments, e.g. phase noise and nonlinearity. Therefore, it may not accurately reflect the performance of a complex nonlinear communication system. Instead, the wavelength converter is evaluated in terms of effective received SNR, and the general relation between the idler SNR and OSNR at the receiver is illustrated in Fig. 2 for varying P$_{in}$. Increasing the input signal power leads to increased idler power at the waveguide output, reducing the required EDFA amplification and the impact of the ASE noise of the system, as will be discussed more thoroughly in Section IV. Consequently, the OSNR increases linearly with P$_{in}$. On the other hand, high input power in the nonlinear structure causes stronger distortions due to self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM) and intra-channel FWM, ultimately limiting the received idler quality and the effective SNR. As a result, for specific system parameters there exists an optimal input power P$_{in}$ which maximizes the received idler SNR. These trends are consistent with the preliminary analysis of [5] and [6], where similar power dependence have been demonstrated for the Q-factor and the achievable information rate (AIR) for inputs with maximum OSNR$_{in}$, respectively.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a FWM-based wavelength converter.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Numerically simulated input power P$_{in}$ optimization with respect to received idler OSNR (blue) and SNR (red) for a single channel and 9 mm waveguide at P$_p$ = 20 dBm and OSNR$_{in}$ = 40 dB. The optimum launch power is marked in black.](image2)
III. Specific System Implementation

The detailed experimental implementation of the setup is given in Fig. 3(a). WDM signals on a 25-GHz grid are generated by external cavity lasers (ECLs), with 16-QAM data at rate 16-GBd modulated onto the corresponding waves with external IQ modulators (one for even and one for odd channels). The channels are then coupled together, amplified with an EDFA, and launched into a wavelength converter based on degenerated FWM in AlGaAsOI [6], [25]. The OSNR evolution is tracked and measured throughout the system by means of the recorded spectra as indicated: OSNR$_{in}$ in Fig. 3(b), OSNR$_{out}$ in Fig. 3(c), and OSNR$_{rx}$ in Fig. 3(d). Signal power $P_{in}$ into the converter is varied with a variable optical attenuator (VOA) along the signal path, and OSNR$_{in}$ is controlled by loading ASE noise from an extra EDFA. Before entering the nonlinear medium, the signal is combined with a continuous-wave (CW) pump at 1550 nm from a sub-kHz linewidth fiber laser. The study is conducted for waveguide lengths of 3 and 9 mm, as indicated later. Both signal and pump are co-aligned to the waveguide TE-mode with polarization controllers (PC) for minimum propagation loss and maximum FWM. At the output of the waveguide, the generated idler is selected with optical tunable filters (OTF), and it is amplified to a fixed output power and received. The system is reproduced in numerical simulations based on asymmetric SSFM with a constant step size to verify and extend the analysis for the parameters difficult to vary experimentally. The input signal is controlled with respect to $P_{in}$ and OSNR$_{in}$, and the pump characteristics are specified by pump power ($P_p$), carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) (see Fig. 3(b)) and linewidth ($\nu_p$). The simulations adopt the linear loss and the nonlinearity (CE) of the AlGaAsOI waveguides, neglecting the nonlinear absorption and the wavelength dependence of CE: propagation loss $\alpha = 0.8$ dB/mm; nonlinearity $\gamma = 0.35$ 1/W/mm; dispersion $D = 1.64 \times 10^{-4}$ ps/nm/mm; dispersion slope $S = 0$. The parameters are consistent with the experimental characterization in Fig. 4. For both waveguide lengths, the total output power scales linearly with the total input power up to 22 dBm (Fig. 4(a)), thus the nonlinear loss is negligible. The corresponding output CE extends uniformly beyond the C-band, and it increases quadratically with pump power up to -23 dB at $P_p=20$ dBm for 3 mm waveguide (Fig. 4(b)) and -15 dB at $P_p=22$ dBm for 9 mm waveguide (Fig. 4(c)). In the end, effective SNR is again employed...
Fig. 5. Numerically estimated idler SNR and input power optimization for varying OSNR$_{in}$ for a single channel and 9 mm waveguide at $P_p = 20$ dBm.

Fig. 6. Experimentally measured idler SNR for varying input signal OSNR$_{in}$ and $P_{in}$ at $P_p = 22$ dBm with five WDM channels and 9 mm waveguide. The highlighted region denotes the optimum input powers that fall within 0.2 dB of the maximum SNR at a fixed OSNR$_{in}$.

Fig. 7. Experimentally measured maximum idler SNR at optimum $P_{in}$ as a function of OSNR$_{in}$ for different $P_p$ with five WDM channels and 9 mm waveguide.

Fig. 8. Simulated idler OSNR at optimum $P_{in}$ at the waveguide output (a) and the receiver (b) versus OSNR$_{in}$ for varying $P_p$ with a single WDM channel and 9 mm waveguide.

to evaluate the performance of the system, with all the measurements conducted for the central channel only.

IV. Impact of the Input Signal Quality

Input signal degradations influence the conversion operation and the idler quality, and are of practical importance for wavelength conversion or phase conjugation processes. In order to evaluate such an impact, the input signal OSNR$_{in}$ is varied and the input signal power $P_{in}$ is optimized for each value with respect to the estimated idler SNR in both numerical simulations and laboratory experiment. It should be emphasized that the aim is not to reproduce the exact experimental measurements with the numerical simulations, but rather compare them and validate the obtained trends. The SNR results are illustrated in Fig. 5 for the numerical analysis. As discussed beforehand, there exists an optimum $P_{in}$ that maximizes the received idler SNR, and it is limited by the linear noise from one side, and the nonlinearity from the other. The effective SNR generally increases with OSNR$_{in}$, and its variation with respect to $P_{in}$ is more significant for high OSNR$_{in}$ inputs, leading to a clear optimum, but becomes lower as OSNR$_{in}$ decreases. For signals dominated by the ASE noise at the waveguide input, the degradations due to conversion are insignificant compared to the noise already present, thus resulting in nearly flat SNR curves.

The corresponding experimental characterization on the impact of the input signal quality is given in Fig. 6, and clearly follows the numerical trends, i.e. SNR increase with OSNR$_{in}$, and a higher variation with respect to $P_{in}$ for high-quality inputs. The optimum signal launch powers at a given OSNR$_{in}$ are highlighted, assuming...
0.2 dB SNR tolerance from the maximum value. It is apparent that the input power optimization is particularly important at high OSNR$_{in}$, and becomes less relevant as the input noise starts to dominate. With $P_{in}$ fixed to the optimum, the obtained SNR versus OSNR$_{in}$ is plotted for a number of pump powers in Fig. 7. The conversion results are benchmarked against a back-to-back SNR reference for unconverted signal measured at the waveguide input with pump off, and the theoretical SNR maximum for signals limited by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [32]. The performance of the wavelength converted idler approaches the back-to-back reference and the theoretical maximum at low OSNR$_{in}$ (OSNR$_{in} < 20$ dB), when the input signal OSNR provides the dominant noise contribution. At high OSNR$_{in}$ (OSNR$_{in} > 30$ dB), the idler performance becomes limited by the penalties associated with the conversion, i.e. pump noise transfer due to finite $\nu_p$ and CNR, inherent nonlinear distortions, and ASE noise from EDFA post-amplification. During the experiment, the SNR penalty was dependent on the pump power, and varied from 5.2 dB at $P_{p}=16$ dBm down to 1.8 dB at $P_{p}=22$ dBm for maximum OSNR$_{in}$. The higher pump power (conversion efficiency) effectively reduces the converter loss, and is therefore shown to be beneficial for processing high OSNR$_{in}$ signals with low penalty. Nevertheless, the lower pump power is sufficient for low OSNR$_{in}$ operation [25]. Note that the measured performance (back-to-back included) saturates due to electrical noise in the transmitter and receiver, and thus diverges from the theoretical maximum at high OSNR$_{in}$.

The conversion process and the corresponding limitations are further investigated by analyzing the interaction at the optimum signal launch power that maximizes the received idler SNR. Although OSNR in general does not provide full information on the signal quality, OSNR at the optimum launch power gives more insight into the linear penalties of the converter by including the ASE noise. The simulated OSNR evolution throughout the system around the optimum $P_{in}$ is given in Fig. 8. Both OSNR$_{out}$ and OSNR$_{rx}$ approach OSNR$_{in}$, when the input noise is dominant, as also observed in [17]. At high OSNR$_{in}$, OSNR$_{out}$ saturates due to pump ASE noise leakage (Fig. 8(a)), and OSNR$_{rx}$ is further reduced by ASE noise from the EDFA at the converter output (Fig. 8(b)). Increasing pump power leads to increased CE (Fig. 4(b)(c)), and a stronger idler power at the waveguide output, which minimizes OSNR degradation due to pump ASE leakage, and requires less amplification at the converter output. Similar trends as in Fig. 8 have been observed for the corresponding experimental measurements of OSNR$_{out}$ and OSNR$_{rx}$. Throughout the experiment, OSNR$_{in}$ includes a single-polarization signal and unpolarized ASE from the EDFA at the converter input. Because of polarization dependent loss of the waveguide, and as FWM occurs predominantly between co-polarized signal and pump fields, approximately half of the unpolarized ASE that determines OSNR$_{in}$ is effectively suppressed upon conversion. Moreover, the EDFA at the output of the wavelength converter again adds unpolarized ASE to the idler field. This leads to inconsistency in the noise polarization of the experimentally measured OSNR$_{in}$, OSNR$_{out}$ and OSNR$_{rx}$, and therefore numerical simulations with co-polarized signal and noise only have been employed to capture the OSNR evolution instead. It should be noted that for polarization-insensitive converters [11]–[16], the noise would be added uniformly to both signal/idler polarizations.

Finally, the discussed optimum input signal powers are presented in Fig. 9. Given a fixed OSNR$_{in}$, the input power interval within 0.2 dB tolerance of the maximum SNR is found, and the middle of the interval defines the optimum input power values. It is stressed that $P_{in}$ is a total signal power that includes signal and noise contributions, depending on a given OSNR$_{in}$, and they can be estimated separately from the recorded spectra. The measured optimum total input signal power ($P_{in}$) and the optimum signal power ($P_s$) (excluding noise) is given in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b), respectively. $P_{in}$ and $P_s$ are close to identical at high OSNR$_{in}$, but deviate by up to 4 dB at OSNR$_{in}=12$ dB because of the increased noise contribution. The results for the optimum power of the numerical characterization are attached alongside in Fig. 9(c) for reference, and show matching trends. The optimum total power $P_{in}$ is approximately independent of OSNR$_{in}$, while the optimum signal power $P_s$ drops at low OSNR$_{in}$, as observed for both the experimental and

![Fig. 9. Experimentally measured optimum total signal power $P_{in}$ (a) and optimum signal power $P_s$ (b) versus OSNR$_{in}$ for varying $P_p$ with five WDM channels and 9 mm waveguide. (c) Numerically simulated optimum powers at $P_p=20$ dBm with 9 mm waveguide and a single channel for reference, optimum power tolerance within 0.2 dB SNR offset marked alongside.](image-url)
Fig. 10. Experimental characterization of the converter based on a 3 mm waveguide with a fixed $P_p=20$ dBm and a varying number of channels: optimum total input power as a function of total input signal OSNR$_{in}$ (a), per channel idler OSNR at the waveguide output as a function of per channel input signal OSNR (b), and output spectra at optimum launch power for 1 and 7 channels (c).

Fig. 11. Maximum received idler SNR at optimum launch power for a 3 mm waveguide, fixed $P_p=20$ and a varying number of channels.

numerical data. Moreover, it is apparent that the optimum signal launch power decreases with increased $P_p$ to reach a new balance between the linear and the nonlinear penalty, as the idler power is increased due to higher conversion efficiency. Although, the optimum $P_{in}$ drops by around 3 dB as $P_p$ raises from 16 dBm to 22 dBm, the net idler power at the waveguide output still increases by almost 10 dB, substantially reducing the required EDFA amplification at the converter output.

V. Increasing Number of WDM Channels

The study have so far assumed a constant number of WDM channels under processing, yet the system performance is expected to depend on it as the conversion takes place in a strongly nonlinear medium, where nonlinear interaction between the channels can occur. Throughout the analysis the input power is uniform across all WDM channels, and the measurements are conducted for the central channel only. In the experimental investigation, the input signal quality is varied for a changing number of channels, and the input signal power is optimized for the system with a fixed $P_p = 20$ dBm. Characteristics at the optimum signal launch power for 1, 3, 5 and 7 WDM channels are presented in Fig. 10. Note that we refer to per channel OSNR in Fig. 10(b) to provide a fair comparison between the different WDM systems. The optimum total input power is approximately constant at $P_{in}=13$ dBm (Fig. 10(b)) because of the increased impact of pump noise floor (Fig. 10(c)), which consequently translates into reduction in OSNR$_{rx}$. Because of the inconsistency in the measured noise polarization discussed in Section IV, OSNR$_{out}$ at the waveguide output (with ASE noise in one polarization) in Fig. 10(b) was reduced by 3 dB to compare it to OSNR$_{in}$ at the waveguide input (with ASE noise in both polarization). Ultimately, increased number of channels limits the optimum OSNR$_{rx}$, and reduces the achievable SNR upon detection. As a result, the conversion penalty increases with the channel count from 0.7 dB for a single channel up to 2.1 dB for seven channels, as depicted in Fig. 11. Similar performance decline have been previously reported in [33]–[35] for FOPA. Moreover, the penalty measured during this experiment does not scale linearly with the number of channels and starts saturating, as also found in [34]. The inter-channel crosstalk can generally be reduced by using a shorter medium with a lower nonlinear coefficient, and a proportionately higher pump power instead [34]–[37]. The back-to-back measurements have been recorded separately for each case, as the system implementation penalty slightly depends on the number of channels being tested.

VI. Pump Power Optimization

The experimental pump power sweep from Fig. 7 suggests that increasing $P_p$ will improve the achievable idler SNR due to increased CE. However, the range of powers under test was limited to a maximum of approximately 22 dBm by the burning threshold of the waveguide, resulting in moderate output CE of around -15 dB for
It is noted that the out-of-band pump noise can partially be suppressed by means of optical filtering, as we have also done in the experimental setup from Fig. 3(a). However, due to the trade-off between the filtering extinction ratio and the filtering loss, it is challenging to achieve extremely high CNR levels. Consequently, the residual out-of-band pump noise floor will inevitably impact and degrade the idler performance. The previous study of FOPA in [16], [38] mainly discussed the impact of pump OSNR, assuming the in-band contribution only, and showed increased conversion penalty for the lower pump quality.

This analysis includes both in- and out-of-band pump noise contributions, and is conducted for a single channel at high input signal OSNR_in, as the system has been shown to approach the back-to-back performance for a lower input signal quality. The maximum idler SNR at optimum signal launch power is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of pump power for different values of pump CNR. Increasing P_p to moderate values improves the achievable SNR, but the performance will saturate and deteriorate at high P_p. Optimum P_p increases with the initial pump CNR, and the resultant SNR approaches the back-to-back at high CNR. The SNR improvement at low pump powers originates from the increased CE, which effectively leads to higher idler power and reduces the degradations due to pump noise floor and post-conversion EDFA. However, as pump power is further increased, the parametric noise amplification becomes no longer negligible, the pump noise floor raises as discussed in [20], and the output pump CNR is effectively reduced. Consequently, more noise is transferred from the pump to the idler due to increased in-band pump noise, and the generated idler OSNR_out reduces due to the extra out-of-band pump noise leakage. Because the higher CE will also increase the idler power and require less post-amplification from the EDFA, the idler OSNR_out is further reduced at low pump powers, but will approach OSNR_out at high P_p. The pump CNR and optimum idler OSNR evolution is depicted in Fig. 13 for the initial pump CNR=60 dB and varying P_p, alongside the pump spectra at minimum (b) and maximum (c) pump powers.

VII. Impairments due to Pump Laser Linewidth

The experimental characterization employed a sub-kHz linewidth fiber laser as pump for FWM to minimize the phase noise transfer. In this final part of the paper, the preliminary analysis from [6] is extended in terms of the impact of a varying pump laser linewidth (ν_p), and the SNR conversion penalties associated with it are investigated numerically. The results at OSNR_in=40 dB for varying pump powers and two different pump CNR are presented in Fig. 14. The transmitter laser linewidth and the receiver local oscillator linewidth are both set to 10 kHz to emulate the ECLs employed in the experiment. At pump CNR=60 db, the SNR penalty due to increased
We have shown the importance of the input signal power optimization to reach a balance between the linear and the nonlinear impairments for maximum idler quality, and we have analyzed the performance of the converter at the optimum. The idler quality is limited by the pump noise leakage and ASE from the output EDFA at low input signal powers, and the nonlinear distortions in the waveguide at high input signal powers. We have investigated the impact of the input signal OSNR in the system, and demonstrated negligible conversion penalty for signals dominated by the ASE noise. Moderate pump power (CE) has been shown sufficient for low OSNR operation, while increased pump power has been required for processing high quality inputs with low penalty. The conversion penalty also scales with the number of WDM channels because of the additional nonlinear interaction between them, which limits the allowed input power into the nonlinear medium. Finally, we have performed supplementary numerical characterization on the impact of pump power and pump linewidth, and it has led to identifying the optimum power and the required linewidth of the pump for a specific system.

Ultimately, the analysis has provided a general overview of the complex interaction and performance limits of a FWM-based wavelength converters, outlining practical design guidelines for efficient conversion schemes.
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Fig. 14. Simulated maximum received idler SNR as a function of pump power and different pump laser linewidths at pump CNR=60 dB (solid) and CNR=100 dB (dotted) at OSNR=40 dB and optimum launch power for a single channel in a 9 mm waveguide.

ν_p remains below 0.2 dB for linewidths up to 10 kHz, and increases to over 1.1 dB at ν_p=100 kHz. The penalty due to linewidth will of course change depending on the dominant noise contribution, e.g. it will be more pronounced at high pump CNR (up to 2.3 dB penalty for ν_p=100 kHz at CNR=100 dB) and around optimum P_p, and will decrease for noisy input signals.

As the received field for a simple back-to-back setup is a product of the signal and the local oscillator fields [39]: E_{RX} \propto E_S \cdot E_{LO}, the corresponding total beat-linewidth is then a sum of the transmitter and receiver laser linewidths: ∆ν_{eff} = ∆ν_{TX} + ∆ν_{RX}, as in [40]. For applications employing a wavelength converter, the wavelength-shifted idler field is a product of the signal and pump fields [22]: E_I \propto E_S \cdot E_p, thus the effective total beat-linewidth of such systems must also include the pump linewidth contribution: ∆ν_{eff} = ∆ν_{TX} + ∆ν_{RX} + 2ν_p. This is consistent with the simulated results, as the impact of ν_p remains low for pump linewidths lower than the transmitter and the receiver linewidths (10 kHz), because the total beat-linewidth is dominated by the first two terms originating from the other lasers instead. Consequently, the pump linewidth ν_p \lesssim (∆ν_{TX} + ∆ν_{RX})/2 is sufficient for practical applications with negligible penalty.

VIII. Conclusion

In conclusion, this work has characterized the performance of a complete all-optical wavelength conversion system based on degenerated FWM in AlGaAsOI waveguide, and a good correspondence between the experimental and numerical results has been obtained. The approach is general, and can be applied to all converters exploiting the χ^{(3)} nonlinearity and satisfying the SSFM conditions. SNR instead of OSNR has been employed for performance evaluation in order to capture system impairments beyond ASE noise.